
Fitting over any duty belt, the 
SMART TRIAGE PAC  offers 
the ultimate practical solution to 
effective on scene triage containing 
20 SMART MIST TAG™s, one 
SMART TAPE™ and light sticks.

TM

NSN:  6545-99-808-8807
SMART SIX:  SMART Triage PacTM

TSG

The SMART MEDIC PAC   
contains five SMART MIST 
TAG  s and two light sticks and is 
compact enough to fit in a medics 
bag. Made of durable plastic it is 
designed to be squash proof.

The SMART MIST TAG   is the most comprehensive 
triage tag on the market.  With a design based on 
operational feedback, the folding design is quick and simple 
to use providing an effective tool for rescue personnel.

TM

NSN:  6545-99-936-3353
SMART FIVE:  SMART Medic PacTM

SMART TRIAGE
SMART TRIAGE boasts an indispensable range of equipment that 
promotes a systematic response which enables rapid triage at any scene. 
Proven invaluable in enhanced crisis control, the equipment has been 
used in British Military for over 12 active years seeing service in 
Afghanistan and Iraq.

TM

TM

The Xtract®2 allows seriously injured casualties to be removed quickly 
and safely reducing exposure in hostile locations. It is lightweight, robust 
and adaptable to suit all individuals. The Xtract®2 represents years of 
research and practical experience.

The Xtract®2 is a true innovation 
in casualty evacuation. Stretchers 
typically weighing 8-10kgs, the 
Xtract®2 weighs in at 1.5kg and 
can be packed compact.

Designed to fit casualties of all 
heights, it can be quickly adjusted 
to fit heights from 3ft 8in - 6ft 10in.

Xtract®2 has eight carry 
handles with a patented elasticated 
securing system. The lightweight 
design allows rescuers to quickly 
carry or drag to a safe location.

NSN:  6515-99-297-8494

Xtract®2 
IS A SOLUTION
FOR RAPID CASUALTY
EXTRACTION

FOR 
TRIAGE

THAT
WORKS

TM

www.smartmci.com 

TSG

www.smartmci.com 
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TSG Associates are the world’s 
leading innovators in triage and multiple 
casualty equipment

“Smart equipment has been used successfully 
and extensively by the UK Defence Medical 

Services in recent operations”
Brigadier T Hodgetts CBE QHP OStJ MB BS MMEd FRCP FFAEM 

FIMCRSCSEd FRGS L/RAMC, Defence Professor of Emergency Medicine

“...once the immediate threat of 
further injury from hostile fire has 
been reduced to a minimum level, 
the casualties ought to be taken care 
of in order of priority”

We have developed a scaleable system 
which assists military personnel take the 
concept of triage and make it 
operationally effective

LTC Cliff Cloonan Military Medicine, VOL.165, supplement 1

SMART CasEvacTM

Designed exclusively from operational feedback, the SMART Cas Evac  
provides both a MIST report and the 9liner in an easy to use report card 
format.

Providing the only evidence based system for paediatric triage, the 
SMART TAPE  enables a rapid, safe and effective triage of injured 
children.

SMART TAPETM

TM

NSN:   6545-99-535-9335
SMART SEVEN:  SMART Tape

An increasing number of military 
personnel are required to render 
aide to injured children making the 
SMART TAPE  a robust tool for 
objective prioritisation of 
paediatric casualties.  

TM

Now built into SMART Triage 
modules, the SMART Cas Evac 
assists with the handover of 
essential information along the 
chain of evacuation.

TM

TM

NSN:   Pending

TM

TSG
SMART COMMANDERTM

The compact size of the SMART COMMANDER  allows for flexible 
response. The detachable control boards enable an ordered reporting 
system and an efficient handover that speeds up decision making.

TM

The SMART MCI BAG  is a complete grab bag that enables a rapid 
response of a multiple casualty event by combining all the resources 
required to manage the scene.

SMART MCI BAGTM

TM

NSN:   6545-99-520-9302
SMART FOUR:  SMART Commander

NSN:   6545-99-654-9606
SMART ONE:  SMART MCI Bag

The equipment helps bring order 
to a chaotic environment by 
providing direction through a 
management structure that aids 
command and control.

Designed for ease of use, the 
SMART COMMANDER  acts 
as a mobile command point 
providing a structured response to 
multiple casualty incidents.

TM

TM

TSG
TM

www.smartmci.com www.smartmci.com 
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